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2treated using NCQED in Ref. [17], the non-Abelian





. The existence of photon self interactions does





binding approximation. There are, however, NCQED





Since positronium is weakly bound, it is possible to
calculate the NCQED correction to the lifetimes by
computing the annihilation amplitudes for a free elec-
tron and positron at rest and supplying a factor of the
square of the bound state wave function at the ori-
gin, j (0)j
2
, to account for the leading binding eect.
There is no need to devise an eective interaction as in
the case of the pion decay into three photons [17]. The
NCQED amplitudes contributing to the three photon
corrections were calculated using the Feynman rules
of Ref. [5]. These rules contain contributions involv-
ing 














































is a unit vector and  is the noncommuta-



















The amplitudes to be calculated are illustrated in
Fig. 2. In the threshold approximation tree diagrams





FIG. 2: The left diagram is illustrative of the class of abelian
contributions to the positronium three photon decays and the
right diagram is one of the class of nonabelian contributions.
calculated with the aid of the symbolic manipulation
program FORM [18] and it is convenient to use the





As a partial check of our calculation, we veried that
amplitudes satisfy the appropriate Ward identities un-







polarization vector corresponding to the photon with
momentum k
i
. The sum over photon polarizations in
the squared amplitude was performed in two ways. In











and subtracted the ghost contribution, while in the
























j 6= i : (11)
The results agree and provide another check on the cal-
culation. We present our results for the squared ampli-





















, the contribution from the




, the ghost contribu-















































These variables are not all independent. They are con-
strained by the threshold energy-momentum conserva-











= (0; 0; 0; im). In terms of these variables,
the four contributions to the squared matrix element









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































These forms of the various contributions are not


















































We have attempted to present the results in a way





























where Æ is the angle between
~
 and the normal to the























. The integration over phase space
in the positronium rest frame [17] with the inclusion
a minus sign for the ghost contribution and factor of















































































Including the factor j (0)j
2






































case, the calculation is straightforward
because the only contribution comes from the abelian
diagrams of Fig. 2 and one nds the standard QED am-
plitude [19]
3
M multiplied by an overall cos' factor.

























































Expanding the cosine and integrating over phase space






































3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The energy distribution of the photons from the

















x = !=m ; (34)





in Fig. 3. In principle, it is pos-
4FIG. 3: The photon energy distributions (1= )d =dx,



















, but, with any sensible scale for the non-










lifetime [22]. Having said
this, it is worth noting that, due to the factor sin',
Eq. (25), in the three photon coupling, the NCQED
contributions to the three photon decays do not in-
troduce any infrared divergences. In ordinary QED,





photon spectrum can be understood (at the one loop
level, at least) in the following way. The usual method
of removing a soft photon singularity by combining it
with the one loop correction to the same process with








! 2, the process with one less photon, has the




! 3 must be in-
frared nite. The same argument accounts for the fact




! 2 are in-
frared nite. The introduction of NCQED nonabelian





! 3 is concerned because there are additional




! 2 which are available to
cancel potential infrared singularities and C invariance
no longer prohibits this.
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